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Sebastian is a Virgo which means he is born in September. In April, he
can expect a horoscope. He thinks Kurt Schwitters had a point when he
said conch fritters, but wonders why he said that. Recently he’s been
doing this but he’s now leaning toward doing that. He will admit that
some paintings should be taken seriously, but not others. His perfect
painting conditions are somewhere in the afternoon. If he had a theme
song, it would be Talking by Brian Lehrer. Sebastian is currently working
on a tan.
Mike is a 2012 comedy-drama film which means he gave attention to
girls’ point of view for certain conflicts in relationship. In April, he can
expect to pay his own costs in any event, absent fraud by the Claimant
unless a Claimant fails to beat a part 36 offer. His favorite thing about
Robert Brownjohn is credited alongside another name, even though he
wasn't crazy about HER. EVER. JUST DON'T EVEN TRY. He thinks stock
photography can/could/should/shouldn't used to; would rather, had
better; I wish/ If only; ... He would never wear a baseball uniform again,
and he didn't because its not like he's not capable of lying either. Mike is
currently working on a recording of the proposed work other than the final
master (such as a live performance or rough edit) on the A side and
sometimes the flip (Gotta gotta flip this record) on the B side.
Alex is a Virgo, which means he loves bacon. In April, he can expect to
lose the battle, but win the war. He knows what Dave Hickey meant when
he said “Nothing redeems but beauty, its generous permission, its
gorgeous celebration of all that has previously been uncelebrated,” but
was never crystal clear on whether or not this included spray tans. He is
well aware that shampoo can also be used for fucking, because he's
done it. His favorite shampoo brand is Anarchy Axe 2 in 1, because he
likes being in the Bad Boy Club. In his studio you will find all of his Janet
Jackson CDs. Alex is currently working with Axe on a new Honey Dutch
scented body scrub called Island Myst.
Paul is a Cancer which means he was born in July. In April, he can expect
a horoscope as well. In his opinion, modernism should/could/would but it
has no place like home. He says that if you mix perfume into paint, you
can make your walls smell like that perfume. He never discriminates
between right (high) and wrong (low), because that is for you to decide.
He thinks that drama is a waste of time. Paul is currently working on
beyond zebra.
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Zak is a (astrological sign) which means he ________. In April, he can
expect (horoscope). If he was eating dinner with Yoko Ono he would ask
her _______. His favorite vegetable is _______, because he likes its
_______ properties. He loves it when __________ …. His musical interests consist almost entirely of the band _____ which he has been listening to for the past ___ years. When he's not in the studio, he's _________.
He thinks Wayne Scotting only looks good when ________. He doesn't
think you should be able to buy _____ at a gas station. Zak is currently
working on/with/towards _________.

